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1 Introduction

Proponents of increasing punishments to deter crime and other offenses have little trouble finding

support in economic theory. Becker’s (1968) model of optimal criminal deterrence is as much a

study in parsimonious theory as elegant legal policy. Predicting the decisions of rational would-be

criminals, while weighing the social costs of both crime and investments in law enforcement, it

famously demonstrated the efficiency of seemingly draconian punishments. Subsequent research

has extended and challenged the original model, with some recent work incorporating behavioral

considerations (Garoupa 2003, Mungan 2014, Van Winden et al. 2012). While would-be criminals

in these models are more behaviorally nuanced in their decision making, the officers enforcing the

rules remain comparatively simplistic. Enforcement officers are often excluded entirely from the

model, internalized instead as a costless fixed probability of detection (Garoupa 2001). When

explicitly modeled as decision-making agents, officers are typically motivated by classic incentives,

such as job rewards and shirking (DeAngelo and Owens, 2017; West, 2019). Absent from previous

models is the possibility that discretionary enforcement may be endogenous to the agents’ private

lives as civilians. Can an officer be expected to hand out harsh punishments, be they however

efficient, if they might similarly transgress the rules themselves?

In this paper we build a model of law enforcement that incorporates the enforcing agent’s dual

nature as both a citizen governed by the law and a monitor charged with enforcing the law. This

dual nature, where agents are playing both sides of a repeated game, has not been addressed

within the theory of optimal deterrence. Duality as potential transgressor and enforcer introduces

the possibility of hypocrisy and any associated psychological costs. Aversion to acting hypocritically

or holding hypocritical beliefs is well documented within the psychology literature, frequently in

connection to the costs of cognitive dissonance (Dickerson et al. 1992, Fried 1998, Fried and Aronson

1995, Stone et al. 1997). It remains to be seen, however, whether such psychological costs might

change the equilibrium strategies of citizens or enforcers relative to a traditional economic model

of optimal deterrence and, if they do, whether these costs are sufficient to meaningfully change

observed behavior.1

1The closest study of the role of hypocrisy in economic decision-making is Rustichini and Villeval (2014), which
examines the relationship between statements of what subjects said they would do relative to what they actually
did when their decisions were incentivized. Moral hypocrisy, which they define as the discrepancy between fairness
principles stated under the veil of ignorance and real actions, is found to be more common among selfish and powerful
individuals across the three games (Dictator, Ultimatum and Trust games) that they analyze.
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We build a model of law enforcement that incorporates the dual player-enforcer nature of law

enforcement and the potential impact of an aversion to hypocrisy. Agents interact in a two-player

game where they can simultaneously gamble at the expense of a third party and punish those they

observe gambling. Each interaction includes the random assignment of player and enforcer roles.

From this model we generate comparative static predictions for behavior under three different agent

parameterizations: i) agents that are purely selfish, ii) pro-social agents that are sympathetic to the

externality imposed on third-parties, and iii) pro-social agents who are also averse to the hypocrisy

of simultaneously gambling at the expense of third-parties and punishing others for doing the same.

We identify the differing testable predictions of each model, including conditions under which the

rate of transgression increases with larger punishments, when agents are characterized by hypocrisy

aversion.

We test our model’s predictions in a laboratory experiment, leveraging similar deterrence ex-

perimental designs to those seen in DeAngelo and Charness (2012), Friesen (2012), and Schildberg-

Hrisch and Strassmair (2010). Our results support the key testable predictions of a model of

hypocrisy aversion, and in doing so bring a new dimension to the theory of optimal deterrence and

its policy prescriptions. We find that, given a sufficiently small benefit to enforcement and punish-

ment in the status quo, the rate of transgression will increase with larger punishments. In contexts

with agents asked to enforce rules they have or may likely themselves transgress, other citizens

may anticipate an aversion to hypocrisy and increase their own rate of transgression. Given this

anticipated aversion to hypocrisy, increasing the penalty may have the unintended effect of further

increasing criminal transgression by intensifying and highlighting hypocritical behavior. This is

not to say that demand for criminality is broadly sloping upward. Rather, there is a “kink” up-

ward in the population’s otherwise downward sloping response curve to punishment, with bounds

of the kink determined by the benefit to individuals opting to enforce and the initial size of the

punishment.

1.1 Optimal Deterrence

The dominant economic theory of optimal deterrence is based on efficiency in maximizing a social

planner’s objective function resulting from an individual’s decisions to commit crimes (Polinsky and

Shavell 1984, Garoupa 2001, Garoupa 1997, Friedman 1995). A simplified version of Becker’s model
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would suggest that a maximal punishment is optimal.2 Moving beyond pure theories of efficient

deterrence to broader theories of justice, Ehrlich (1982) considers alternative concepts: justice

as equality under the law, justice as avoidance of legal error, and justice as retribution. These

alternative concepts are notable because they suggest welfare functions that are maximized by less

than maximal fines.3 Prior economic accounts that do model the enforcing officer have considered

their role as would be shirkers in principal-agent models (DeAngelo and McCannon 2015, DeAngelo

and Owens 2017), agents of vote or revenue maximizing government officials (Makowsky and Jung

2013, Makowsky and Stratmann 2009, Makowsky and Stratmann 2014, DeAngelo et al. 2018b),

or agents characterized by sympathetic or statistical racial bias (Knowles et al. 2001, Goncalves

et al. 2017). These models, however, all assume that the punishment is itself exogenous to the

enforcement of the law.

The decision of whether and how to enforce a law has received considerable attention, but

typically focuses on aspects of the decision-making process that involves biases within an officer

that is visible to an outside observer (e.g., gender, race, age).4 There is reason to believe, however,

that unobservable dynamics will also impact the choices made by officers. For example, if an officer

will be in future contact with an individual (e.g., attending the same social functions or moving

in the same social circles), they may be biased towards greater lenience. Similarly, if they are

imposing a law that they are at odds with (moral or otherwise), they might explicitly choose to

ignore observed transgressions (Tonry 1998).5 In this paper we extend the model of law enforcement

to accommodate an officer’s dual status as both citizen and law enforcement agent, and the internal

conflicts that might arise when enforcement allows for discretionary lenience.

2 A Model of Enforcement and Hypocrisy

Consider a law enforcement official deciding whether to engage in appropriate behavior when off-

duty, such as texting while driving. The punishment for being caught has a deterrent effect;

2Given uncertainty, a Beckerian model would include both the probability of catching a criminal and the probability
of falsely convicting an innocent party in its optimization of social welfare, but its starting point would remain a
maximal punishment that we move away from only as uncertainty increases.

3See Anderson et al. (2017) for an experimental discussion of whether increasing or decreasing sanctions are
optimal.

4For a review of psychology experiments investigating the role of confirmation bias in officer interviews of suspects,
see Hill et al. (2008).

5DeAngelo et al. (2018a) find this behavior with regards to low-level marijuana offenses. Additionally, DeAngelo
and Owens (2017) find that the experience of an officer could impact the application of the law.
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so too does the aversion to feeling like a hypocrite if the officer is willing to cite motorists she

catches texting while driving. Suppose the punishment for this violation is increased by the state’s

legislature. As is a common result in rule enforcement games, the harsher sanction is offset by

less enforcement (Tsebelis (1989, 1990)). Any within-officer reduction in enforcement, however,

now has the secondary effect of lessening the disutility that the officer will incur from feeling like

a hypocrite if the officer was to text and drive. Consequently, while the higher punishment has

an expected price effect of deterrence, there is also a secondary hypocrisy effect that can promote

violations.

Hypocrisy averse preferences assign a disutility to an individual’s behavior if it runs in contra-

diction to the motivating outcome of what he or she would have done in an opposing role. Changes

in institutional parameters, such as punishment, may lead to counterintuitive effects on behavior if

expected disutility incurred via hypocrisy leads to outcomes dominated by second-order effects. To

frame our analysis and motivate our experiment, we construct a game that captures the dual role

of civilian-officers and the endogeneity of officer discretion to the size of punishments. Our anal-

ysis starts with a baseline derivation of model equilibria with players assumed to be risk-neutral,

expected-wealth maximizers. We then derive equilibria with player utility functions augmented to

include standard other-regarding preferences (i.e., inequality aversion or altruism, à la Andreoni

(1990) or Fehr and Schmidt (1999)). Finally, we contrast the predictions of these two standard

models against equilibria generated where player utility functions are characterized by the further

addition of hypocrisy averse preferences. The differing comparative statics that fall out of the three

constructs of player preferences serve to generate the predictions that we comparatively evaluate

in the laboratory.

2.1 Model

There are three players. Each begins with an endowment ω > 0. In the game they take one of

three roles, R = {P,M, T}, where P will be called the “Player”, M is the “Monitor”, and T is the

“Third”. T does not have an active role in the game, but potentially experiences an externality

from the behavior of P .

P moves first and has a dichotomous decision. He chooses an action a ∈ {G,G}. Action G

provides P with a certain loss. In the lab, we fix this loss at −10. Action G, which we will refer
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to as the “gamble”, provides the opportunity to avoid the loss and may either succeed or fail. A

success has a loss of 0, while a failure results in a loss of −12. We set the probability of success,

psucceed, equal to 2
3 .

The gamble also has the chance of causing harm to T . If the gamble is a failure, T experiences

an externality of E > 0. Treatments will differ in the size of this externality.

M may or may not observe the choice made by P . If P chooses a = G, then M observes this

with probability pobserved. We set the probability of observing, pobserved, equal to 1
3 . Simultaneous

to the choice made by P , but prior to its potential observation, M selects d ∈ {D,D}. We refer to

D as “deduct” and D as “do not deduct”. D provides a small benefit, y, to M , which she receives

regardless of the outcome to P , but may result in a sanction to P . If he is observed gambling, the

action d = D reduces P ’s payoff by S > 0. Treatments in the laboratory will differ by the size of

this sanction.

Using our model and three key variations of its objective function, we identify the relevant Nash

Equilibrium and generate comparative static predictions of subject behavior under different values

for the sanction (S) and externality (E) parameters. By generating separate comparative static

predictions for the i) baseline , ii) pro-social, and iii) hypocrisy averse models, we can identify which

model finds the most support in our laboratory-generated subject data.

2.2 Baseline Model Predictions

For the sake of comparison, we establish the predictions generated by a baseline model of risk-

neutral, expected-wealth maximizers where P receives

πp(G) = ω − 10 (1)

by choosing Action G and an expected payoff of

E[πp(G)] = ω + psucceed(0)− (1− psucceed)(12)− pobserved(σS), (2)

by choosing Action G, where σ is the mixed strategy selected by the player in the M role. That

is, σ is the probability that M will choose to deduct S from P ’s payoff if P is observed gambling.

Given the fixed parameter values used in the laboratory (Table 2), E[πp(G)] reduces to E[πp(G)] =
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ω − 4− σS
3 .

It is a best response for P to select a = G when

σ ≤ 18

S
. (3)

In the lab, we will consider treatments where S = 6 and S = 9. Regardless, the right-hand-side of

(3) is always greater than one. Hence, γ∗ = 1 (where γ is the mixed strategy equilibrium of the

player assigned to the role P ). Since gambling provides a sufficiently high probability of avoiding

the loss, and the sanction is not too high, it is a best response regardless of S and E.

Regarding the monitor’s behavior, she receives πm(D) = ω + 2 for choosing to deduct (when

the failed gamble is observed), and πm(D) = ω when choosing not to deduct. Since deducting

generates a benefit to M , and not a cost, it is a best response regardless of S and E. As such, a

wealth-maximizing monitor will always choose to deduct when given the opportunity.

Consequently, the unique Nash Equilibrium of this game is [γ∗, σ∗] = [1, 1]. As such, in the

baseline model the equilibrium outcome is unaffected by the value of S and E. Risk-neutral,

expected-wealth maximizers should have consistent behavior across the treatments:

Testable Prediction (TP) 1.1: In the baseline model, an increase in the sanction will not affect

the proportion of subjects who gamble or deduct.

TP 1.2: In the baseline model, an increase in the externality will not affect the proportion of

subjects who gamble or deduct.

2.3 Predictions with Pro-Social Preferences

Inequality aversion and altruism are two commonly employed mechanisms to operationalize an

individual’s sympathy for the outcomes and well-being of others. The standard way to incorporate

these preferences into a utility function is to add another term that internalizes the outcome of

other players. In our framework, P and M may care about the externality inflicted upon T . This

sympathy may reflect both direct interest in the welfare of T and an aversion to the inequality

created via the externality imposed.

For the sake of simplicity, we internalize social preferences in agent preferences by including

any externality imposed on other agents as a weighted disutility. Hence, for P , the expected utility
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from the gamble is now

Eπp(G) = ω − (1− psucceed)(12 + λE)− pobserved(σS). (4)

An individual with a larger value of λ > 0 is someone who experiences a greater disutility from

causing harm to T . The baseline model presented previously can be thought of as setting λ = 0.6

This new term is included within the parentheses since the disutility only occurs if the gamble was

a failure.

Again, using the parameter values from the lab, this simplifies to Eπp(G) = ω − 4− σS
3 −

λE
3 .

Hence, the gamble is a best response when

18 ≥ σS + λE. (5)

If the individual in the role of P has a social preference parameter less than some threshold λ̂, then

he chooses to gamble, G. Otherwise, he chooses Action G. The threshold is

λ̂ =
18− σS

E
. (6)

Note that λ̂ depends on the treatment parameters, S and E, along with M ’s behavior, σ.

Regarding the monitor’s behavior, she receives

πm(D) = ω + 2− λE (7)

for choosing to deduct (when the failed gamble is observed). The expected utility for not deducting

is

πm(D) = ω − λE. (8)

Since the disutility is experienced regardless of whether the deduction occurred7, then M ’s equilib-

6We choose not to broaden sympathy for transgressors who receive punishment because it would bias the model
towards the backfiring of punishments regardless of other preferences. Adding an additional pro-social preference
exponent on S does not change our principal predictions, so we have chosen to leave it out for simplicity. We return
to this assumption briefly at the end of the Results section. For sake of simplicity, we also do not consider anti-social
preferences where λ < 0.

7The results are unchanged if we assume that M receives an additional utility gain from enacting “revenge” or
“spite” on P by sanctioning.
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rium behavior is unchanged. Her best response is to always deduct.

Consequently, the Nash Equilibrium of this game is [γ∗, σ∗] = [1, 1] if λ ≤ λ̂. If λ ≥ λ̂, the Nash

Equilibrium is [γ∗, σ∗] = [0, 1].8

With social preferences, M ’s behavior is unaffected by the treatment parameters (i.e., σ∗ = 1

regardless of S and E). Consequently, P ’s threshold, λ̂, is not affected by changes in M ’s behavior.

There is no second-order effect, only a price effect from the larger sanction for gambling, dλ̂
dS =

−σ
E < 0. Since gambling occurs when λ ≤ λ̂, an increase in the sanction reduces the proportion of

subjects who gamble.

TP 2.1: With social preferences (λ > 0), an increase in the sanction reduces the proportion who

gamble, but does not change the proportion who deduct.

Similarly, with an increase in the externality inflicted upon T , the threshold again reduces,

dλ̂
dE = −18−σS

E2 < 0. Again, since gambling occurs when λ < λ̂, an increase in the externality

reduces the population who gamble.

TP 2.2: With social preferences, an increase in the externality reduces the proportion who gamble,

but does not change the proportion who deduct.

2.4 Introducing Hypocrisy Aversion

We now expand on the model in the previous section to explore the potential role for hypocrisy

in rule enforcement environments. First, we extend the theoretical framework. Next, we identify

testable predictions to take to the lab.

2.4.1 Modeling Hypocrisy Aversion

We allow for two means by which an individual can feel like a hypocrite: (a) He chooses to gamble

while in the Player role when he would have deducted if instead in the Monitor role and (b) she

chooses to deduct while in the Monitor role when she would have gambled if instead in the Player

8If λ = λ̂, then both are pure strategy Nash Equilibria, as is every mixed strategy for P , γ∗ ∈ [0, 1]. In addition,

λ̂ defined in (6) incorporates σ in it. Thus, it is part of P ’s best response. In equilibrium λ̂∗ = 18−S
E

since σ∗ = 1.
This setup assumes λ is identical for both players (and is commonly known).
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role. We separately define magnitudes of disutility from hypocrisy when acting in the role of

Monitor or Player with parameters θ and φ, respectively.9

To internalize both social preferences and hypocrisy aversion, let P ’s expected utility when

choosing a = G be

E[πp(G)] = ω − (1− psucceed)(12 + λE)− pobserved(σS)− θσ′, (9)

where θ ≥ 0 captures the disutility arising from hypocrisy. The variable σ′ is the mixed strategy

the individual in the P role would have played if instead assigned to the M role (the probability

he would have deducted if he had instead been the Monitor). If P would not have sanctioned

(σ′ = 0), then he does not experience disutility from feeling like a hypocrite. The disutility term is

experienced regardless of whether the gamble is a success or failure, and regardless of whether M

deducts.

Assuming that there is incomplete information, an individual in the role of P does not know

the preference parameters θ and φ of the individual in the Monitor role. Each individual’s values of

θ and φ are independently drawn from continuously differentiable distribution function Θ and Φ,

each over the support [0,∞). Further, each individual’s values are drawn independently from every

other individual. While the individual values of others are unknown, the distribution functions are

common knowledge and capture an individual’s beliefs about the hypocrisy aversion of those in the

opposing role.

Inserting the values we use in the experiment (Table 2), P ’s expected payoff to gambling sim-

plifies to Eπp(G) = ω− 4− σ̃S
3 −

λE
3 − θσ

′ where σ̃ is P ’s beliefs about the probability the monitor

will deduct. As such, opting to gamble is a best response when,

18 ≥ σ̃S + λE + 3θσ′. (10)

If the individual in the P role is characterized by hypocrisy below some threshold, θ < θ̂, then

9We allow for the possibility of differing disutilities to hypocrisy across roles. While assuming consistent hypocrisy
aversion across roles may seem at first blush an attractive source of parsimony, there does not seem to us, for example,
any reason that an individual could not experience a greater feeling of hypocrisy when imposing a punishment for
a violation they would commit themselves than when similarly committing a violation they would similarly punish
another for.
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he chooses to gamble. Otherwise, he chooses Action G. From (10), the threshold is

θ̂ ≡ 18− σ̃S − λE
3σ′

, (11)

so long as σ′ > 0. If σ′ = 0, then equation (10) simplifies to the decision rule with only social

preferences, equation (6), and gambling is chosen if λ ≤ λ̂. If hypocrisy aversion is salient (σ′ > 0),

then both λ ≤ λ̂ and θ ≤ θ̂ serve as necessary conditions for gambling (if λ > λ̂, then θ > θ̂

automatically). The threshold depends on the treatment parameters (S and E), M ’s anticipated

behavior (σ̃), and the choice that P would expect to make in the other (counterfactual) role (σ′).

If θ takes a low value (or σ′ = 0), then it is P ’s best response to gamble, γ∗ = 1 (so long as λ

is not too large). Otherwise, γ∗ = 0. Hence, sufficiently great hypocrisy aversion can result in the

avoidance gambling that lowers social welfare in the absence of overwhelming pro-social preferences.

Regarding the monitor’s behavior, she receives

πm(D) = ω + 2− ρE − φγ′ (12)

for choosing to deduct. Hypocrisy disutility depends on the individual’s value of φ and the proba-

bility, if in the Player role, she would choose to gamble, γ = γ′. As before, the expected utility to

not deducting is πm(D) = ω − λE.

With hypocrisy aversion, the monitor may no longer want to sanction. This occurs when

φ ≥ 2

γ′
≡ φ̂. (13)

Thus, if there is a non-zero probability that the monitor would have gambled in the other role, she

will choose not to deduct if her hypocrisy aversion parameter is sufficiently great, φ > φ̂.

We identify the Bayesian Nash equilibria using player types defined by their (θi, φi) combination.

For each type of player, his action if in the P role and if in the M role must be defined for the

equilibrium, along with his beliefs regarding his opponent’s type. The action choices must be best

responses given the beliefs10 and the (accurately) anticipated actions of the opponent.

Notice from equation (13) that there is not an equilibrium where the individual in the M role

10Of course, an individual’s beliefs about his own action if in the other role must be correct as well; i.e., γ = γ′

and σ = σ′.
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chooses to not deduct, σ = 0, when not gambling when in the other role, γ′ = 0. This is true

regardless of the individual’s type and the opponent’s strategy. If γ′ = 0, then concern regarding

being a hypocrite does not deter the individual from enforcing the law by sanctioning. Thus, there

is no Bayesian Nash Equilibrium where an individual selects (γ, σ) = (0, 0).

To avoid being a hypocrite, an individual can adopt the strategy where he chooses to gamble,

but not sanction; i.e., (γ, σ) = (1, 0). From equation (13), it requires that φ ≥ 2.11 Given that for

an individual with a sufficiently strong hypocrisy aversion (for sanctioning when she would have

gambled), it follows that, since σ = σ′ in equilibrium, σ′ = 0 and, from equation (10), γ = 1 is a

best response.12

On the other hand, there is also a best response where the individual chooses not to gamble,

but to sanction. Rather, (γ, σ) = (0, 1). It follows immediately from (13) that if γ′ = 0, then

σ = 1 is a best response. If σ′ = 1, then (since σ′ = σ in equilibrium) gambling is a best response,

from (11), when θ ≤ θ̂. Thus, such an individual, averse to hypocritically gambling when he would

have deducted, refrains from the socially harmful activity. Free from hypocrisy concerns, he is also

willing to deduct from others who do cause harm.

None of these results preclude being a hypocrite as a best response; i.e., ((γ, σ) = (1, 1). In-

dividuals in this subset of the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium will be characterized by φ ≤ 2 and

θ < θ̂ = 18−σ̃S−λE
3 . Put simply, an individual with minimal aversion to hypocrisy, will choose to

gamble and deduct.13 The composition of strategies within the population of individuals in the

Bayesian Nash Equilibrium is summarized in Table 1.

2.4.2 Theoretical Predictions with Hypocrisy Aversion

The introduction of hypocrisy averse preferences allows for a negative second-order effect of sanction

size on the prevalence of gambling. What is not yet seen is whether or not this second-order effect

can exceed the primary price effect, leading to net increase in gambling from an increase in the

sanction.

11The threshold derived here is equal to 2 since that is the size of the award provided in the game.
12So long as λ ≤ 18−S

E
, this inequality must hold. For convenience, we assume this inequality holds. Thus, our

identified Bayesian Nash equilibria with hypocrisy aversion also allows for a modest amount of social preference.
13On the other hand, a mixed strategy equilibrium also exists. He would be willing to gamble with probability

γ∗ ∈ (0, 1) and deduct with probability σ∗ ∈ (0, 1) if both θ = θ̂ and φ = φ̂. From equation (13), it follows that γ∗ =
γ′∗ = 2

φ
(hence, this equilibrium exists only when φ > 2.). From equation (11), it follows that σ∗ = σ′∗ = 18−σ̃S−λE

3θ

(hence, requiring that θ is sufficiently large as well).
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From the equilibrium provided in Section 2.4.1, whether an individual gambles depends on

his value of θ. For the occurrence of gambling to increase, the threshold value, θ̂, must increase.

Therefore, our aim is to verify the possibility that θ̂S=9 > θ̂S=6.

Figure 1 presents the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium when S = 6 and the change to S = 9, that if

it arises, would lead to increased gambling with increased sanctions.

If θ̂9 > θ̂6, then those types within the area labeled A switch by both gambling (when they

did not before) and by stopping their sanctioning. Those whose types fall within the area labeled

B continue deducting when in the M role, but start gambling. Thus, if θ̂9 > θ̂6, then gambling

becomes more prevalent when sanctions increase. Coinciding with this, if θ̂9 > θ̂6, then deductions

decrease as well.

First, consider P ’s beliefs about the probability his opponent will sanction, σ̃S , when the sanc-

tion is S.14 Define N as the proportion of subjects who switch to no longer deducting (the propor-

tion within the A area). By definition,

σ̃9 = σ̃6 −N. (14)

Using (16), it follows that

θ̂9 =
18− 9σ̃9 − λE

3
. (15)

This can be manipulated, using equation (14), to be equivalent to

θ̂9 = θ̂6 +
6N − 3σ̃9

3
. (16)

Therefore, substituting back in σ̃6, an increase in the sanction increases gambling with hypocrisy

aversion when

σ̃9 < 2N, (17)

or rather, using equation (14), 3N < σ̃6.

14In effect, we are focusing on the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium where (γ, σ) = (0, 1) when both φ ≥ 2 and θ ≥ θ̂. In
this range, we presume that to avoid being a hypocrite (since an individual of this type receives a high disutility from
acting like a hypocrite in either role) the person selects to deduct but not gamble, rather than gamble but not deduct.
One can rationalize this refinement as presuming that the best way for an individual to avoid being a hypocrite is
to never gamble (since deducting only arises if the other subject both gambles and is detected doing so). Again, our
objective with this model is to show the existence of a comparative static prediction of the counter-intuitive result
that violations can increase with their sanction. Thus, we focus on the equilibrium that can provide it.
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Using the distribution functions, (17) requires that

3 (1− Φ(2))
(

Θ(θ̂9)−Θ(θ̂6)
)
>
[
Φ(2) + (1− Φ(2))

(
1−Θ(θ̂6

)]
. (18)

Under conditions where the proportion of the subject population with low aversion to hypo-

critically punishing a gambler when he gambles himself, Φ(2), is sufficiently small, it follows from

equation (17) that if hypocrisy aversion is sufficiently prevalent in the subject pool that gambling

can proceed from an increase in the sanction:

TP 3.1: With sufficiently strong hypocrisy averse preferences, an increase in the sanction can

increase the proportion who gamble, and decreases the proportion who deduct.

This prediction of gambling increasing with the size of the sanction, where the price effects are

dominated by second-order hypocrisy effects, is bounded. Price effects are dominated only so long

as σ̃6 < 3N . This requires both a sufficient gap between the lower and upper sanction sizes, and

that the proportion of subjects who flip, N , is greater than one-third the expected rate of deduction

at the lower sanction level for the second-order effect to dominate. The fraction of the population

available to switch will diminish as sanction levels rise, eventually returning to the dominance of

the price effect and the standard prediction of the effective deterrence of larger punishments.

If too few subjects have strong hypocrisy averse preferences, then the standard result arises

where the increased sanction leads to a reduction in the socially harmful activity.

A similar prediction can be made regarding the impact of the externality. In the lab, we use

values of E of 18 and 24. Is it possible to observe the proportion of the population who gambles

increase when the externality increases? As with the change in S, the result can arise if θ̂24 is greater

than θ̂18, where θ̂E is the threshold defined in equation (11), when σ′ = 1, when the externality is

E.

Similar to before, define M as the proportion of subjects who switch to no longer deducting

when the harm caused increases. By definition,

σ̃24 = σ̃18 −M (19)
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Using equation (11), it follows that

θ̂24 =
18− σ̃24S − 24λ

3
, (20)

where σ̃E is the proportion of the population who chooses to deduct when the externality is E.

This can be manipulated to be equivalent to

θ̂24 = θ̂18 +
MS − 6λ

3
. (21)

As before, an increase in the externality leads to more gambling and less deductions if θ̂24 >

θ̂18. Since M lies between zero and one and S = 6 or 9, with only a small degree of other-

regarding concern, λ > MS
6 , this inequality fails and gambling must decrease with an increase in

the externality. Only if λ is near zero does gambling increase (and deductions decrease). Assuming

pro-social preferences, while similarly assuming that individuals do not value the payoffs of others

greater than they value their own payoffs, implies 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. As such, the predicted effect

of an increase in the externality is ambiguous within our experimental parameters, and is instead

dependent on the social preferences of the subjects. However, equation (21) does allow for gambling

to increase with an increase in the externality, even with pro-social agents (λ > 0), so long as

λ < MS
6 . Absent hypocrisy aversion, gambling by pro-social agents will decrease with an increase

in the externality, which leads to our final testable prediction.

TP 3.2: An increase in the externality will correspond with an increase in gambling and a decrease

in deductions if subjects are hypocrisy averse and 0 ≤ λ < MS
6 .

Our ability to fully test TP 3.2 will be limited in our experiment. While we will not be able to

elicit the strength of pro-social preferences, positive correlations between gambling and the size of

the externality stand to offer strong evidence of hypocrisy aversion. Negative correlation, on the

other hand, would not be serve to rule out hypocrisy aversion, but rather stand as evidence that

pro-social preferences are strong, hypocrisy aversion is weak, or both.
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3 Experimental Design

Given the set of theoretical predictions, we turn to the laboratory to test the predictions using an

experiment explicitly designed to replicate our model. Subjects were invited to participate in an

experiment lasting 16 periods, of which we analyze the first 9 rounds.15 Before making their game

decisions, subjects read the instructions (included here as an appendix) while an experimenter read

the instructions out loud. To ensure understanding of their decisions and subsequent payouts,

subjects answered graded quiz questions and received $0.25 for each correct answer.16

In each of the 9 periods subjects were endowed with 48 tokens, anonymously paired with another

randomly chosen subject, and assigned one of two roles: Player or Monitor. Players had to choose

between Action G or Action G. Action G resulted in the Player bearing a cost of 10 tokens, with

no effect on any other subject. Action G (which we will refer to as a “gamble”), resulted in a

probabilistic outcome: there was a psucceed = 66.7% chance that Action G would succeed, costing

the Player 0 tokens, and 1− psucceed = 33.3% chance that Action G would fail, costing the Player

12 tokens. In addition to the cost to the Player, if Action G failed, another randomly chosen

subject in the room incurred a cost of E = 18 (low externality treatment) or 24 (high externality

treatment) tokens.17 Choosing Action G also bore a second potential cost to the Player: there was

a pobserved = 33.3% probability that their action would be observed by the Monitor. The Monitor

had the option to deduct an additional P = 6 (low punishment treatment) or 9 (high punishment

treatment) tokens from a Player observed choosing Action G, depending on the treatment. All

experimental variables are summarized in Table 2. Subjects were not informed of any outcomes

until the experiment was completed. This served to remove the possibility of reciprocity or learning

effects related the prior interactions.18

Subjects assigned to the role of Monitor had to choose between deducting and not deducting

15After round 9 subjects took part in a survey, made choices in additional gambles, and participated in brief pilot
sessions of potential future experiments. Subjects were never made aware of the nature of the latter parts of the
session so their decisions in the primary experiment were unaffected. They also were not aware in which period the
primary experiment would end, to avoid “final round” effects. Additional information about the gamble and pilot
sessions are available upon request.

16Subjects averaged 90% correct answers. The quizzes can be found in the appendix.
17 Referred to as the T in the model, the third party upon whom the gambling externality was imposed was always

chosen from the pool of other subjects during a session. In direct-response sessions, the third party was always chosen
from the pool of other subjects playing the role of Player within the same round.

18 Given our primary concern with the psychological costs of hypocrisy, not allowing subjects to learn the outcomes
of individual rounds as the game progressed helped ensure that any change across rounds was more s a product of
the the reinforced dual player-enforcer roles, and unrelated to idiosyncratic interactions with other subjects.
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tokens from Players observed choosing Action G. This decision was made in advance of the Players’

decisions. Monitors who chose to deduct were awarded 2 tokens (y). To better understand the

choices they faced and their probabilistic outcomes, subjects were presented with a version of

Figure 2 while reading the instructions. The outcomes portrayed in the figure varied with the

experiment treatment in which the subjects participated.

Our core experiment utilizes a 2x2 treatment design. Accurately recreating the theoretical

model being tested, however, presents an interesting dilemma: should subjects be asked to make a

single decision while alternating between the role of gambler and enforcer (i.e., direct response) or

should both choices be elicited before their role as gambler or enforcer is randomly assigned (i.e.,

strategy elicitation)? While the direct response is more accurately representative of real world law

enforcement scenarios, the strategy elicitation is a closer analogue to our theoretic model. Further,

Brandts and Charness (2011) demonstrates that, while direct response and strategy elicitation ex-

perimental methodologies typically generate comparable results, they find that experiments involv-

ing punishment decisions are the notable exception. Given these concerns, and the unmistakable

relevance of the timing of gambling and enforcement decisions to a model of hypocrisy, we ran both

direct response and strategy elicitation sessions of each parameter treatment. In our analysis we

will both pool these results and analyze them separately.

Once completed, two of the nine periods of decision-making were randomly selected the “periods-

that-count”, determining the subject’s payoff from game play. Subjects also earned a fixed show-up

fee of $5 as well as payoffs for correct answers on the instructional quizzes.

4 Results

We ran 15 sessions, within which 327 subjects participated in the experiment: 156 subjects in the

elicitation treatment and 171 in the direct response treatment. The average earnings across all

subjects was $16.90 per subject in addition to the $5 show-up payment received by all subjects.19

Panel A of Table 3 summarizes subjects’ rates of gambling, deducting, and overall earnings by

treatment, pooling both strategy method and direct response conditions. Across all sessions and

periods, roughly 35% of subject decisions were to gamble and 80% to deduct.

19On average, the experiment lasted 50 minutes.
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In panel B of Table 3 we summarize rates of deduction and gambling decisions across direct

response and strategy elicitation environments. We conduct Mann-Whitney ranked order tests to

compare the differences in deduction and gambling decisions between the elicitation and direct

response treatments and find that the choice to gamble is approximately 6.5% more likely to occur

in the direct response environment (p < 0.01).20 Deduction decisions are not significantly different

across these two environments.21

Finally, in panel C of Table 3 we break down the observed rates of the four possible subject

decision combinations when simultaneously choosing whether to gamble and whether to deduct in

the elicitation treatments. These decision combinations reflect the four possible agent strategies

from the model: (G,E), (G, E), (G,E), and (G,E) . More than half of subject decisions were to not

gamble when in the Player role and deduct when in the Monitor role (G,E). An additional quarter

of the time subjects chose the strategy we identify as “hypocritical”, opting to both gamble as the

Player and deduct in the Monitor role (G,E). These two strategies combine for 81% of decisions in

our simultaneous elicitation treatments. Their predominance in the sample accords well with the

Bayesian Nash Equilibrium predictions of our model with non-zero hypocrisy aversion (Table 1)

as the equilibria of individuals characterized by hypocrisy aversion (θ ≥ θ̂, φ < 2) that is both

non-trivial, but less than exponential in the disutility imposed. Similarly, the strategies predicted

as either null (G,E) or requiring exceptionally strong hypocrisy aversion (G, E) account for 13.1%

and and 5.2% of observed strategies, respectively.22

We observe three key differences in the High punishment treatments. First, rates of gambling

were higher in the treatment sessions with higher punishment for being observed gambling. Second,

rates of gambling were unchanged across high and low externality treatments. Third, rates of

deducting were smaller in the higher punishment treatments, though this difference falls short of

statistical significance in our later regression analysis. These three results support the predictions

20All p-values referenced for pairwise statistical comparisons are, unless stated otherwise, two-tailed Mann–Whitney
non-parametric tests. It should be noted, of course, that this outcome is effectively equivalent to a standard t-test
because the variables are binary.

21This contrasts with Brandts and Charness (2003), which observed punishment rates that were roughly twice
as large in direct response environments than strategy elicitation. Unlike our experiment, however, in Brandts and
Charness (2003) players were only assigned a single role.

22The existence of subjects choosing to neither deduct or gamble can be explained by having pro-social preferences
that are inclusive of the costs of punishment to those observed gambling. The theoretical model presented in Section
2.3 can be updated to incorporate such preferences. The principal predictions of the model would not change, so we
have have elected to keep the model as parsimonious as possible.
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of our model of hypocrisy averse individuals (TP 3.1), while also standing in direct opposition to

the predictions of the baseline and pro-social models (TP 1.1 and 2.2).

In Figure 3 we separate the rates of gambling and deduction across High and Low punishment

treatments. In the direct response periods, rates of gambling are approximately 9 percentage points

higher in the high punishment treatments (p < 0.01). We observe similar differences in gambling

rates across the punishment size treatments in the strategy elicitation periods (p < 0.01). Rates

of deduction are 2 percentage points lower in the high punishment treatments of the direction

response sessions and 5 percentage points lower in the elicitation sessions, but the difference is only

statistically significant in the elicitation sessions (p < 0.01).

If the results from the elicitation and direct response sessions are pooled, the observed increases

in gambling and decreases in deductions in the high punishment treatment are both significant

(p < 0.01). Interpreting the differences in means in the pooled results, however, is questionable.

First, the analysis is weighted towards the elicitation rounds because there are more observations

for each decision type. More important, however, is that each subject plays 9 rounds of the

same game, and their behavior changes marginally across periods, particularly their enforcement

decisions. Within the strategy elicitation treatments, subjects changed their gambling decision an

average of 2.19 times and their enforcement decision only 1.06 times. In subsequent regression

analysis, we will cluster errors by individual subject while also controlling for all of the treatment

conditions, including the use of direct response and strategy elicitation structures, when making

comparisons across the full sample. Looking ahead to Table 4, we find our results are robust to

clustering by individual subject and the inclusion of other controls.

Turning to the externality treatments (Figure 4), we observe differences in gambling and deduc-

tion rates that are smaller than those across the punishment treatments. Gambling rates in the high

externality treatment were 3.8 percentage points higher in the direct response sessions (p < 0.05).

The difference in the elicitation sessions is smaller and insignificant. Conversely, deduction rates

are lower in the high externality treatment, but the difference is only significant in the elicitation

sessions (p < 0.01).

Our hypothesis, that agent’s enforcement and gambling decisions are dependent upon their

level of hypocrisy aversion, is dependent on subject decision-making being affected by their duality

as both players and monitors. Subject experience via repeated decision-making, intermittently as
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both Player and Monitor, may have the effect of emphasizing this dual-role. We examine this in

Figure 5, where we present the rates of gambling and enforcement by period, separately identifying

direct response sessions from those employing the full strategy elicitation.

Given the absence of information available to subjects across periods and the battery of instruc-

tions and quizzes at the beginning of each session, there should be little opportunity for significant

learning (vis a vis the mechanics of game) over the course of the session. As such, any deter-

minants of changes in gambling or monitoring behavior across rounds are likely to be a product

of within-subject preferences. Monitoring behavior remains largely unchanged across periods in

both the direct response and elicitation rounds. Gambling behavior shows an early increase in the

first three periods, then levels out for the subsequent six periods of the experiment, in both the

direct response and elicitation rounds. The similarity of behavior across periods of play for direct

response and full strategy elicitation suggests that any observed differences are unlikely to be a

result of differential learning or experiences between the two designs.

4.1 Regression Analysis

The above examination of differences in the average behavior across treatments favors the predic-

tions of the model of dual role player-monitors characterized by an aversion to hypocrisy. There

remains the concern that either subject-specific behavior or the dynamics within a specific subset

of sessions could be driving observed differences. In Tables 4 and 5 we report results from probit

models of subjects decisions using data pooled from the direct response and elicitation rounds.

In all specifications we cluster robust standard errors by subject. We include, across different

specifications, indicators for high punishment and externality treatments, controls for the type of

elicitation, as well as a linear projection of time periods. Some specifications include an additional

indicator variable for elicitation treatment sessions and its interaction with the high punishment

and externality indicators. Both tables report coefficients as marginal effects.23 As an additional

robustness check, we also report results that include only observations from the first three rounds

of each session. This serves to mitigate learning or end-of-session effects.

The results in Table 4 are consistent with the predictions of the model with hypocrisy aversion

(TP 3.1), and are, at the same time, inconsistent with models of purely selfish or pro-social agents.

23Marginal effects for interaction effects have been calculated using the marginal effect in Chunrong and Norton
(2003).
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Column 1 reports our baseline specification for the probability that a subject chose the option to

gamble. The probability of gambling increases by 8.1% with the increase in punishment (p < 0.05).

The coefficient on the high externality treatment indicator (E = 24) is positive, but not significant.

In columns 2-4 we add the indicator to distinguish full strategy elicitation sessions from direct

response sessions and a linear projection of time periods.24 Gambling is increasing with period

(p < 0.01) in all specifications, as would be expected given the trends in Figure 5. Subjects are

less inclined to gamble in the elicitation environment, although this is only marginally significant

(p < 0.10). The coefficients on elicitation interaction terms with punishment and externality

treatments are small and insignificant (column 3), suggesting minimal differences in the effects of

our key variables of interest when full strategies are elicited. In an effort to minimize the impact

of subject learning or anticipated end-of-session strategies, we limit the estimation sample to the

first three periods of each session in column 4. The effect of the high punishment treatment climbs

to 10%, but loses precision (p < 0.10).

Subject gambling is increasing with the externality imposed on the third party in all specifica-

tions, but, unlike the simple comparison of means in Figure 4 the coefficient is never statistically

significant. The errors are small enough, however, that they remain difficult to reconcile with a

model of strong pro-social preferences absent hypocrisy aversion. The positive conditional correla-

tions of gambling with the size of the externality and punishment both serve to support the salience

of hypocrisy aversion to subject decision making.

Similar analysis of models of deduction decisions are included in columns 5-8 of Table 4. As

noted earlier, deduction rates are lower in the high punishment and high externality treatments,

though the coefficients are not statistically significant in any of the specifications. While the

negative coefficients are consistent with hypocrisy aversion (TP 3.1) and inconsistent with strong

pro-social preferenes, the results are far too noisy to serve as evidence supporting either model.

When we include a linear projection of time periods, the coefficient on session period is positive

and marginally significant (p < 0.10), but is modest in magnitude, corresponding to a less than a

4 percentage point total increase in enforcement across all 9 rounds. While the steady increase in

gambling across periods may reflect a decay in pro-social behavior, we do not observe any similar

effect in deduction choices.

24The first period of each session serves as the omitted dummy.
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Our model serves as an existence proof defining conditions under which transgressive gambling

will increase with greater punishments, while also generating predictions regarding the composition

of observed strategies. In Panel C of Table 3 we include the percentage composition of the observed

strategy combinations across the sample of sessions using the full strategy elicitation. In Table 5, we

report the results of four separate probit models of indicator variables for each of the four possible

strategy couples.

The strategy to not gamble while choosing to deduct, (G,E) accounted for 15.6 percentage

points less of the observed strategies in the high punishment treatment, while not gambling and

not deducting, (G,E), remains unchanged when punishment was larger. This represents the change

in the composition of strategies predicted by the model with hypocrisy aversion (TP 3.1). Counter

to the null prediction of the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (Figure 1) of the model with hypocrisy

aversion, however, (G,E) constitutes 13.1% of observed strategies in the elicitation rounds. Since

this was the only strategy that was insensitive to either treatment variable, it weakly suggests that

the motivation behind these decisions is outside the treatment structure of the experiment. The

small, but non-trivial presence in the set of selected strategies suggests a preference omission within

the model. The most likely candidate, in our estimation, is that the model fails to account for sub-

jects who extend pro-social empathy towards transgressors and third party subjects experiencing

the externality. There also may be a learning component—(G,E) accounts for 18% of strategies

in the first round of each session, but quickly declines, falling to 10% is the last two rounds. For

simplicity we have opted not to broaden sympathy to punishment recipients, but it should be noted

that extending the model in this manner does not change the results with regard to first and second

order responses to increased punishment. Nonetheless, future versions of similar models may want

to extend pro-social preferences to transgressor outcomes.

5 Conclusion

Within simple price-theoretic models of optimal enforcement, transgressive behavior is monoton-

ically decreasing with the size of assigned punishments. By modeling discretionary enforcement

decisions as strategies of agents who are also themselves potential transgressors of the law, the

probability of incurring a punishment is now endogenous to its size. We demonstrate how trans-

gression rates can increase under larger punishments when agents are hypocrisy averse. We find
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support for the model’s predictions in a laboratory experiment designed to replicate the model.

This economically counter-intuitive response to increased costs is conditional on a sufficiently small

benefit to enforcement and punishment for apprehension in the status quo.

We are constrained within the lab with regards to the maximum size of the punishment and

externality that can be examined. The parameters tested within our treatments were chosen to best

identify the role of hypocrisy aversion separately from other arguments in an agent’s utility function

and reveal the possibility of a ”kink” in agents’ response function to punishment. We cannot speak

to the relative weights or scaling of hypocrisy aversion relative to standard pro-social preferences.

It is entirely reasonable to expect that pro-social preferences could dominate hypocrisy aversion

when the externality is especially large. Possibilities for future work include greater variation in

the size of the key parameters, the role of learning and decay across repeated interactions, and the

characterization of hypocrisy aversion in a broader model of pro-social behavior.

Finally, we note that our model and its conclusions are, by design, applicable only to a subset of

rule enforcement; namely rules that the enforcement agents are not just governed by, but are likely

to routinely find themselves with personally beneficial opportunities to transgress. It is unlikely that

a typical police officer might find themselves in a quandary of potential hypocrisy when pursuing

burglars, muggers, or violent criminals. Relevant contexts would include routine law enforcement,

where the piecewise rewards to professionals for carrying out their duties are marginal and the

status quo punishments handed out are well below sub-maximal levels (e.g., traffic enforcement or

IRS auditing). More speculatively, our results could also be relevant to social contexts where en-

forcement includes stigmatizing peers for transgressive acts or attitudes. If enforcement is weakly

socially rewarded and prior stigma was small or did not exist, then transgression could become

more common with increased social stigma. When assessing punishments of more common infrac-

tions (e.g., texting while driving, speeding, jaywalking, tax omissions), or those that enforcement

officers may have committed in their youth (e.g., driving while intoxicated, shop lifting, vandalism),

hypocrisy aversion can mitigate, or even reverse, the intended impact of increased punishment.

As a final consideration, we have within this paper construed an extremely broad definition of

hypocrisy aversion and other pro-social preferences. If an enforcement agent’s aversion to hypocrisy

is only triggered when punishing individuals that are similar to their current or past selves, then

hypocrisy aversion is a potential source of enforcement bias. Not only does it stand to reason that
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citizens similar to enforcing officers would be less likely to be punished, it also means they are the

subset for which punishment increases are most likely to backfire.
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A Setup and Instructions

The full session consisted of 16 periods, the first 9 of which constitute the experiment analyzed

in this paper (Part 1). Part 2 included 3 round pilots for additional and future experiments. For

example, in the earliest sessions of the direct response treatment, subjects were asked in Part 2 to

pilot test the elicitation treatment to ensure that subjects properly understood the instructions.

In the third part of the experiment, we conducted a post-experiment survey. Importantly, subjects

were not aware of the length of each part of the experiment, so end-of-part effects are not an issue

in our data.

The third part of the experiment, the post-experiment survey, included a Holt-Laury risk as-

sessment and general opinion questions regarding driving while text messaging and law enforcement

behavior, which we exclude from the analysis. We do not utilize the data from the second part

of the experiment or the post-experiment survey in this analysis. Results of these surveys are

available from the authors upon request. Subjects did receive payouts from pilot sessions and the

Holt-Laury gambles offered to them after the experiment was completed. As a caution to future

researchers, we had intended the Holt-Laury gambles to assess risk aversion. However, we made

the error to conducting these gambles before they learned their results from the experiment. This

allowed subjects to hedge against the risk they took on during the experiment, resulting in their

endogeneity and rendering the data entirely unusable. Alas.

Both the instructions for parts 1 and 2, including all quizzes used to ensure property under-

standing of the instructions are included below, as well as the surveys.
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1 – xLpLeB-El 

 

Welcome To the Economics Experiment 
  

Thank you for participating in today’s experiment. You have earned a $5 show-up bonus for participating. If you read and follow the instructions 

below carefully, you have the potential to earn significantly more. If you have any questions about the instructions please raise your hand and 
someone will come and speak with you privately about your question. 
 

The Experiment 
 
The experiment has 3 parts.   
 
In parts 1, 2 and 3 there will be a total of 16 periods.  In each period you will be asked to make one or more choices that will affect how 
much you earn and how much others in your group earn.  What you earn will depend on what you and the other people in your group 
decide.   
 
Once all your decisions in parts 1, 2, and 3 have been made, we will randomly select two periods as the periods-that-count. We will use the 

periods-that-count to determine your actual earnings. Note, since all periods are equally likely to be chosen, you should make your decision in each 
period as if it will be one of the periods-that-count.  
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Part 1: Players and Monitors 
 
 You will play multiple periods of part 1. In each period you will be endowed with 48 tokens and then assigned one of two roles: (1) 
Player or (2) Monitor.  Each period there is an equal probability of being assigned to each role.  Your role and the participants you 
interact with during the game can change each period.  
 
You will be asked to make your “Player Decision” and your “Monitor Decision” before you know which role you are assigned.  
 

Player Decision 
If you are assigned to the role of Player during a Period, then you will take Action A or Action B, which are described below: 

• Action A: If you choose Action A, then you pay 10 tokens.   

o The earnings of other participants will not be affected.  

 

• Action B: If you choose Action B, then you pay 0 tokens and a 6-sided electronic die will be rolled twice:  

First Die Roll 

o There is a 2 in 3 (67%) chance that you will Succeed. You lose 0 tokens and the earnings of other participants will not be 

affected.  

o There is a 1 in 3 (33%) chance that you will Fail. You lose 12 tokens and a randomly chosen participant in the room also 

assigned the role of Player will lose 18 tokens as well. 

Second Die Roll  

o There is a 2 in 3 (67%) chance that you will be Not Observed by the Monitor. You lose 0 tokens  

o There is also a 1 in 3 (33%) chance that you will be Observed by the Monitor. If the Monitor observes you, they will have 

the option to choose to deduct 6 tokens from your account. 

 

Monitor: Decision 
If you are assigned to the role of Monitor during a Period you will be assigned two Players. You will have the option to deduct 6 tokens 
from any of your assigned Players whom are observed choosing Action B. At the beginning of the round you must choose Deduction or 
No Deduction. If you choose deduction, you will be awarded 2 tokens.  
 

All Players: Information Each Period 
You will not be told the outcomes of any round during Part 1.   
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To better understand how the payoffs work, here is a map explaining the possible outcomes based your choice between Action A or Action B. 

 

Things to notice in the diagram 
• If you are assigned the role of Player: 

o If you choose Action A, you will always lose 10 tokens 
o If you choose Action B, two electronic dice rolls will occur 
o If you choose Action B, on the first die roll you will have a 1 in 3 chance of a “Fail” in the die roll. 12 tokens will be deducted from your 

account and 18 tokens will be deducted from a random participant also currently assigned the role of Player (Monitors will never be 
affected). 
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o If you choose Action B, on the second die roll you will have a 1 in 3 chance of being “Observed” by the monitor. If you are observed your 
outcome now depends on the Monitor’s decision of Deduction (you lose 6 tokens) or No Deduction (you lose 0 tokens) 

 

We have now discussed the decisions that you will make during Part 1.  Please note that you must make your decisions without knowing what the others 

in your group are deciding. Do not discuss your decision with any other participant. 

Things to Remember 
• There are multiple periods in Part 1. 

• Before you are assigned your role, however, you must make both possible decisions:  
(1) Player Action A or Action B? [if you are assigned to be a Player ] 
(2) Deduction or No Deduction [if you are assigned to be a Monitor] 

• For your “Player” decision  you must decide to take either: 
o Action A: You pay 10 tokens and your action does not affect the any other Player 

OR 
o Action B: You pay 0 tokens.  Action B can Succeed or Fail 

▪ There is a 2 in 3 chance it succeeds. You lose 0 tokens.  
▪ There is a 1 in 3 chance that it fails. You lose 12 tokens and a randomly chosen Player will also lose 18 tokens 

o If you choose Action B, there is also a 1 in 3 chance your action will be observed by the Monitor, who may or may not choose to deduct 6 
tokens from your account. 

• For your “Monitor” decision  you must decide to take either: 
o Deduct: You are awarded 2 tokens and all Players observed choosing Action B are deducted 6 tokens 

OR 
o Not Deduct: You are awarded 0 tokens and no deductions occur.  

• Please feel free to use the calculator, and scratch paper provided to help you with your calculations. You may also check the instructions at any 
time.  

• If you have any questions about the instructions please raise your hand and someone will come and speak with you privately 
about your question. 
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Quiz 
You will be paid $0.25 for every correct answer 

 
You are in a room with Linus and Snoopy. All participants start with 48 tokens. You and Linus are assigned to be a Player. Snoopy is 
assigned the role of Monitor. Linus chooses Action A and Snoopy chooses Deduction as the Monitor: 

1) How many tokens will the Snoopy (the Monitor) end up with? ________ 
2) How many tokens will you end the round with if you choose Action A? ______ 

If you choose Action B: 
3) What is the percent chance you will be observed by the monitor (Snoopy)? ______ 
4) What is the percent chance Action B will succeed? ______ 
5) If Action B succeeds and the monitor does not observe you, how many tokens will you end the round with? ______ 
6) If Action B fails and the monitor does observe you, how many tokens will you end the round with? ______ 
7) If Action B fails, how many tokens Linus (the other Player) end the round with? ______ 

 
If Linus (the other Player) chooses Action B and Snoopy chooses No Deduction: 

8) How many tokens will the Snoopy (the Monitor) end up with? ________ 
If you choose Action A and: 

9) If Action B succeeds for Linus, how many tokens will you end the round with? _____ 
10) If Action B fails for Linus, how many tokens will you end the round with? _____ 

If you choose Action B: 
11) What is the smallest number of tokens you can end the round with? _______ 
12) What is the largest number of tokens you can end the round with? _______ 

 
 

Thank you. 
Please wait to be told when you can begin making decisions 

for the upcoming periods. 
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Part 2 
 
You will now play the same game as Part 1, but you will be told the outcome after each 
period. 
 
Things to Remember 

• There are multiple periods in Part 2. 

• Before you are assigned your role, you must make both possible decisions:  
(1) Player Action A or Action B? [if you are assigned to be a Player ] 
(2) Deduction or No Deduction [if you are assigned to be a Monitor] 

• For your “Player” decision  you must decide to take either: 
o Action A: You pay 10 tokens and your action does not affect the any other Player 

OR 
o Action B: You pay 0 tokens.  Action B can Succeed or Fail 

▪ There is a 2 in 3 chance it succeeds. You lose 0 tokens.  
▪ There is a 1 in 3 chance that it fails. You lose 12 tokens and a randomly chosen Player will also lose 18 tokens 

o If you choose Action B, there is also a 1 in 3 chance your action will be observed by the Monitor, who may or may not choose to deduct 6 
tokens from your account. 

• For your “Monitor” decision  you must decide to take either: 
o Deduct: You are awarded 2 tokens and all Players observed choosing Action B are deducted 6 tokens 

OR 
o Not Deduct: You are awarded 0 tokens and no deductions occur.  

• Please feel free to use the calculator, and scratch paper provided to help you with your calculations. You may also check the instructions at any 
time.  

• If you have any questions about the instructions please raise your hand and someone will come and speak with you privately 
about your question. 
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Table 1: Model Equilibria with Hypocrisy Aversion

Strategy Type

(γ = 0, σ = 0) {null}
(γ = 0, σ = 1) θ ≥ θ̂ (regardless of φ)
(γ = 1, σ = 0) φ ≥ 2 (regardless of θ)

(γ = 1, σ = 1) φ ≤ 2 & θ ≤ θ̂
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Table 2: Treatment Parameters and Variables

Treatment Variables Value(s)

Punishment (S ) {6,9}
Externality (E ) {18,24}
Fixed Parameters

Benefit to Punishing (y) 2
Baseline Cost (i.e. not gambling) -10
Cost of gambling failure -12
Probability of failing the gamble (pfailure)

1
3

Probability of being caught gambling (pobserved)
1
3
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Table 3: Summary Statistics by Treatment

Panel A: Summary Statistics by Treatment

Punishment Externality Sessions Subjects (Elicit) Earnings Deductions Gambles

High (9) High (24) 4 96 (51) 16.087 0.768 0.390
(5.086) (0.423) (0.488)

High (9) Low (18) 4 72 (33) 16.892 0.816 0.380
(3.834) (0.388) (0.486)

Low (6) High (24) 3 72 (24) 17.104 0.821 0.327
(4.082) (0.384) (0.470)

Low (6) Low (18) 4 87 (48) 17.487 0.853 0.281
(3.195) (0.355) (0.450)

Total 15 327 (156) 16.875 0.812 0.345
(4.173) (0.391) (0.475)

Panel B: Summary Statistics by Treatment

Variable Pooled Direct Response Elicitation t-test

Gamble 0.345 0.382 0.318 3.305∗∗∗

(0.475) (0.486) (0.466)
Deduct 0.810 0.789 0.817 -1.357

(0.393) (0.408) (0.387)

Panel C: Subject Strategies, Strategic Elicitation Treatments Only

(Gamble, Deduct) (Gamble, Not Deduct) (Not Gamble, Deduct) (Not Gamble, Not Deduct)

(G, E) (G, E) (G, E) (G, E)

All Data 26.6% 5.2% 55.1% 13.1%
Obs. 373 73 774 184
High Punish 28.7% 7.1% 50.4% 13.8%
Obs. 217 54 381 104
Low Punish 24.1% 2.9% 60.6% 12.3%
Obs. 156 19 393 80
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Table 4: Gambling and Monitoring By Treatment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Gamble Gamble Gamble Gamble Deduct Deduct Deduct Deduct

Punishment=9 0.081∗∗ 0.085∗∗ 0.085∗ 0.102∗ -0.047 -0.049 -0.051 -0.044
(0.037) (0.037) (0.047) (0.054) (0.038) (0.038) (0.049) (0.063)

Externality=24 0.027 0.023 0.054 0.019 -0.038 -0.036 -0.025 -0.26
(0.037) (0.037) (0.048) (0.055) (0.038) (0.038) (0.050) (0.064)

Period 0.016∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.004∗ 0.004∗ 0.011
(0.003) (0.003) (0.016) (0.002) (0.002) (0.017)

Elicit -0.066∗ 0.110 0.170 0.028 0.073 0.108
(0.036) (0.273) (0.280) (0.034) (0.318) (0.384)

Punishment=9 × elicit=1 0.002 -0.004 0002 0.001
(0.025) (0.027) (0.024) (0.028)

Externality=24 × elicit=1 -0.010 -0.009 -0.003 -0.006
(0.012) (0.013) (0.012) (0.014)

N 2430 2430 2430 810 1917 1917 1917 639

This table reports marginal effects of Probit regressions. Columns (1)-(3) and (5)-(7) use all data, while
columns (4) and (8) use data from only the first three periods. Clustered standard errors at the subject
level are reported in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 5: Types By Treatment

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(G,E) (G,E) (G,E) (G,E)

Punishment=9 0.082∗ -0.156∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗ 0.022
(0.049) (0.060) (0.022) (0.042)

Externality = 24 0.103 -0.104∗ -0.029 0.094∗∗∗

(0.049) (0.058) (0.026) (0.038)

N 1188 1188 1188 1188

This table reports the marginal effects of Probit regressions. Clustered

standard errors at the subject level are reported in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Figure 1: Type Space and Equilibrium Behavior with Hypocrisy Aversion
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Within each area is the action taken, (γ, σ), by an individual of that type.
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Figure 2: Experiment Flow Diagram Example

Instructional diagram provided to all experiment participants. The proctor at each experimental
session walked the subjects through the diagram, using it to explain the probabilistic outcomes for
each combination of choices they could make.
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Figure 3: Deductions and Gambling by Punishment
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Figure 4: Deductions and Gambling by Externality
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Figure 5: Percent of Subjects Gambling and Monitoring across Periods
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